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Introduction

SYNERGY website is accessible at http://synergy-twinning.eu/ and it contains all project
relevant information including short project description in the home/landing page and its
meaningful partition into seven main pages (News, Project, Consortium, Events, Publications,
Deliverables, and Intranet), where each page is accessible by mouse click (or finger tap) on its
tab. By hovering mouse over tabs the page submenus open (if they exist).
SYNERGY logo is positioned on the left part of the head of the website. Mouse click on the
logo bring us back to the home page anytime during the website search. The most basic project
information (acronym, financial instrument, project number, and EU flag for fast visual
indication that the project is financed by EU) are on the right part of the head of the website.
By mouse click on this part of the head, SYNERGY information that can be found in CORDIS
(http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/199104_en.html) opens.
The visual part of the home/landing page (see Figure 1) consists of several interchanging
figures presenting parallelization, surrogate modelling, and multi-objective optimization. Each
of the figure is highly related to one of the Synergy partner specialized for the illustrated
research area. The partner organization details are reachable by mouse click on the text “Read
more …” in the selected figure, as well as by mouse click on the partner logo in the bottom of
the home page. The partner organizations and their links are:
•

JSI (Jožef Stefan Institute), https://www.ijs.si/ijsw/V001/JSI

•

CUAS (University of Technology, Arts, Science), https://www.th-koeln.de/en/

•

USTL (Lille University), http://www.univ-lille1.fr/home/International

The website is organized through following main pages accessible using top banner:
•

News

•

Project

•

Consortium

•

Events

•

Publications

•

Deliverables
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Intranet

Pages are described into details in the following chapters. All incoming events are displayed at
the right side of every page in the calendar “Coming events”.

Figure 1: Landing page of the SYNERGY project web site.
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News

All news relevant for the realization of the project goals and interesting for the general public
in chronologically ordered list in the News page (see Figure 2). News include announcement
of tutorials, seminars, workshops, meetings, and events in general.

Figure 2: SYNERGY project news page.
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Project

The Project page (see Figure 3) consists of project description. Currently, besides general
description of the project that summarizes the project motivation also the main project goals
are listed.

Figure 3: SYNERGY project details.
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Consortium

The Consortium page consists of three subpages (i.e., three consortium partners JSI, CUAS,
and USTL), which can be selected by clicking the appropriate Consortium submenu or by
scrolling through the Consortium page (see Figure 4), The Consortium page contains all the
information about the project partners on one page, while each subpage consists of general
information about a chosen project partner.

Figure 4: SYNERGY project consortium description.
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Events

The Events consists of six subpages (i.e., Training, Tutorials, Special sessions, Workshops,
Conferences, and Summer school), which can be selected by clicking the appropriate Events
submenu or by scrolling through the Events page (see Figure 5). The Events page contains all
the information about the project events on one page, while each subpage consists only of
information about a chosen type of event.

Figure 5: SYNERGY project events list.
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6 Publications
The Publications consists of four subpages (i.e., Conference papers, Journal papers, Chapter in
books, Books), which can be selected by clicking the appropriate Publications submenu or by
scrolling through the Publications page (see Figure 6). The Publication page contains all the
information about the publication, which will be the result of this project, while each subpage
consists only of information about a chosen type of publication.

Figure 6: SYNERGY project publications.

7 Deliverables
The Deliverables page (see Figure 7) consists of all deliverables with the public dissemination
level and their reports.
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Figure 7: SYNERGY project deliverables list.

8 Intranet
Through Intranet page the confidential documents are available only to consortium members
and Commission services. On the intranet a timetable of short information of members’
obligations and TODO lists is available, so project leader and its member have a better
overview of what and when needs to be done. Intranet provides also a link to the Dropbox,
which is currently used as data/file management system. If this solution is found inadequate, a
special data management system is planned in the future.
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Conclusion

The SYNERGY website was successfully launched, but will act like a living organism and will
evolve through the whole time of project and beyond. The figures presented here are only the
starting point of all that is yet still to come.
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